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Abstract:

Dubai, Canada and many other places have been the leading cities in their own technology and sectors. The strong commitment of government of these cities in obliging the artificial intelligence and machine learning concepts in the legal issues of the countries has taken these cities ahead in the technology and science. Chatbots are one of the leading technology platform where the computer program is designed for human interaction for providing service for the users. When the user makes the request the chatbot takes it, analyse the request, process it and give the output. Chatbot provides the scalability for the customer service immediately as they have the ability to handle multiple interaction without asking for extra staffs. As artificial intelligence make them more suffocated some chatbots are trained by algorithms for identifying complex queries, problem solving and refer them to the human operators system.

It will commonly have dialogue two systems, first one is based on government data deals with the immigration issues and second one is based on informing bank employees about the legal issues related to the job of an individual. So chatbot for legal immigration, in this we have embedded the data that is the legal information in a bot which has conversational interface.

Introduction

Chatter robots for chatbots are the computer program which mimic the human conversation by using artificial intelligence and machine learning concepts. When we go online and access some of the public services which encounters a pop-up assistant, this pop-up chat is not a real person but the chatbot supported by the artificial intelligence and machine learning.

Agencies introduced chatbot system for many reasons but the main reason is, it is cost effective in providing solutions for the user queries and requirements. We all have been exposed to chatbot in our daily life but most of them will not notice it. Whenever we use Google search engine which is actually a biggest boats which we use in our daily life.

Dubai, Canada, New York etc. An example of a city that in a short span of time became the smart city in the world these cities have utilised the technology that is emerging which includes artificial intelligence blockchain system machine learning.
internet of things and recently chatbots for legal service and public issues. Creating major issues and serious threat to the quality of life in smart cities.

Anatomy of a chatbot:

![Anatomy of a chatbot diagram]

However human conversation is always been a complex dialogues to understand. To make the chatbot understand human language to train the models are the biggest ask that is why NLP, bags of work model, sequence-to-sequence models are used for training the data models.

**Natural Language Processing:**

NLP, a combination of numerical semantics and AI, is helping PCs comprehend, assess and use human language. How? By breaking the language segments into nuclear parts and showing the machine to manage those parts independently. Three significant advances channel the NLP cycle:

1. **Stage 1: Understanding regular articulations:** Even when without non-verbal parts, human language is outlined by incalculable adaptable boundaries including however not restricted to incorrect spellings, contractions, languages, emphasize, feelings and context oriented implications. NLP takes care of this issue by breaking the language into a coherent design which is taken care of to PC calculations for AI.

in the record is disposed of. The model is just worried about happen in the report, not where in the archive.

**Sequence to Sequence Model:**

A sequence to sequence demonstrating organization ought not be utilized out of the case. It actually needs a touch of blocking to crush out the best execution out there to meet assumptions. The following are two procedures which have demonstrated to be helpful in the past in sequence to sequence displaying applications.

1. **Beam Search**

![Beam Search diagram]

The decoder network produces the likelihood of event of a word in the sequence. At each time step, the decoder needs to settle on a choice concerning what the following word would be in the sequence. One approach to settle on a choice is voraciously discover the most plausible word at each time step.
For instance, if the information sequence was "Who does John like?", there could be a large number that can be created by a solitary decoder network in numerous emphases, making a tree like design of sentences as demonstrated previously. The avaricious way is pick a word with the best likelihood at each time step. Imagine a scenario in which it comes out to be, "likes Mary John". This doesn't really give us the sentence with the most noteworthy joined likelihood. For this, you would need to insightfully figure out the proper sequence for the sentence.

2. Attention Mechanism

At the point when a human attempts to comprehend an image, he/she centers around explicit segments of the picture to get the entire embodiment of the image. Similarly, we can prepare a counterfeit framework to zero in on specific components of the picture to get the entire "picture".

This is basically how consideration component functions. We should take an illustration of a picture subtitling issue, where the framework needs to produce an appropriate inscription for a picture. In this situation, to create the inscription, consideration instrument assists the model with getting a handle on singular pieces of the picture which are generally significant at that specific example.

Chatbot for public Service:

One of the primary difficulties of governments in the recent years is to offer opportune and cost-productive every minute of every day client assistance to its occupants. On different hands, the inhabitants discovered it very hard to track down the solution for their inquiries utilizing sites furthermore, messages. In a recent report in the UK in nearby position furthermore, utilities administrations were appraised as the offices that have caused the most significant level of disappointments and disappointments at the point when clients utilized their online administrations.

Nonattendances of fundamental data on the destinations, threatening and nonstandard website architectures that hinder client perusing, and deferred reaction time were among the primary driver of client grievances.

Chabot's location these worries, yet in addition can supplant the current online sites or consider focuses with a framework that gives day in and day out administrations to with different customers simultaneously.
Governments could utilize Chatbot to serve both their clients what's more, workers better. The Virtual Customer Assistants (VCAs) is a product robot that typically conveyed at call focuses as the primary resource for clients. They can act like virtual representatives that can be reached by means of telephone, moment message, or email. Then again, Virtual Enterprise Assistants (VEAs), are Chatbots that being utilized for workers, are utilized to increment representatives efficiency by permitting consistent and rapid admittance to the necessary office applications.

Chatbot easy to understand literary or verbal correspondence have improved resident computerized insight and cultivate a more grounded bond among government and residents. Occupants as opposed to perusing a long expense law report, for example, Chabot can introduce them into a straightforward Q/An organization. Governments can send Chabot to give bit by bit directions and instructing to their residents in finishing the required structures and applications, getting local area data and report to them, request criticism from inhabitants, divert residents to the fitting government elements and propose answers for issue identified with government rules and guidelines including charge rules, guidelines on visas, birth endorsement, character cards, and so forth In short, governments can offer better support of their residents utilizing Chatbot.

City of Mississippi TheChatbot that is being utilized by the that assists with doing an assortment of undertakings including restoring of their driver's permit to reaching a particular division. Singapore government guarantees clients its Chatbots gov.sg bot gives quick what's more, exact admittance to news and data, and request criticism from clients. Alex, the Australian Taxation office Chatbot, created to give clients fast and simple admittance to burden data and readiness. The city of Bonn in Germany has built up a Chatbot called Bonn to direct its resident with city benefits and related authoritative rules.

Conclusion:

As the number of inhabitants in urban communities all throughout the planet is developing dramatically, offering client driven administrations become very costly. Chatbots are being perceived as one of the reasonable choices that are skilled to give constant, customized, what's more, nonstop reacting to clients. They have become the undeniable decision for administration arranged elements, for example, governments. The Indian government is searching for tech firms to manufacture an AI-energized chatbot to help occupants access progressed organizations, giving a Request for Proposal (RFP) seven days prior.

As shown by The Times of India, the RFP -- circulated by the National E-Governance Division of the Ministry of Electronics and Information Technology on Friday -- envisages an application like Amazon's Alexa or Apple's Siri. The musing is to make an application that can talk with "everyone in different languages, separate speculations and
reason, accumulate and inspect information to give altered understanding to customers”, as demonstrated by the paper.

The application would be passed on the public power's UMANG (Unified Mobile Application for New-age Governance) platform, which as of now gives a lone platform to occupants to get to e-citizen upheld associations from central and neighborhood government bodies across India. UMANG was made by Ministry of Electronics and Information Technology and National e-Governance Division to drive e-governance in India. The RFP states: "The platform should have the choice to outfit assist with general tasks, including anyway not limited to profiting organizations of government and available on the UMANG platform, similar to selection, login, reset secret key, division organization association information, event, [and] new dispatch, etc" It adds: "Platforms should moreover have other significant learning capacities, which can be used by platforms for disclosure and idea of qualified plans and organizations to the customers of bots/applications. Customers should be proposed best-fit plans and organizations available in government region subject to his/her profile."

While the Dubai government gained shocking headway in turning into the main shrewd city in the MENA area, they need to rethink their IT vital arrangement, specifically, sending of man-made reasoning and Chatbots.

The present organization of AI has been left to every substance and there is no far reaching procedure AI across all administration offices should be plan out. Government substances with larges customer base like Department of Tourism and Commerce Promoting, Knowledge and Human Development Authority, Dubai Customs, Dubai Airport Free Zone Authority, Dubai Wellbeing Authority, and Dubai Police ought to be given backing to use Chatbots to worker their customer base better. This investigation not just assessed those administration elements that are by and by utilizing Chatbots yet in addition made ideas on a scarcely any different elements that could profit by utilizing Chatbots. A more thorough and top to bottom investigation of administrative benefits needs to happen to investigate further arrangement of Chatbots in Dubai government substances just as heightening the usefulness of its Chatbots to a more elevated level by conveying AI idea. Requesting the suppositions occupants who have utilized Chatbots administration is another choice the Dubai government ought to consider to upgrade the current AI administrations.
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